
 HONDA Zoomer 50 (Ruckus 50) (04 > 14)

  

128A
Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm
(H x W)
only available if article A303A is already fitted / 8 cm

higher than 105A

105A
Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm
(H x W)
only available if article A303A is already fitted
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 HONDA Lead 110 (08 > 14)

  

314A
Specific screen, transparent 52 x 66,5 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific A314A fitting kit

A314A
Specific fitting kit for 314A
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 HONDA Wave 110i (12 > 14)

  

SR1114
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold
separately), or with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

A1114A
Specific fitting kit for 1114A
only available if article 1114A is already fitted
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 HONDA Vision 50-110 (11 > 18)

  

SR1153
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

308A
Specific screen, transparent with
serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1153A or A1106A

fitting kit

A1153A
Specific fitting kit for 308A
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 HONDA @ 125-150 (00 > 03)

  

183A
Specific screen, transparent 67,9 x 66,5
cm (H x W)
only available if article A183A is already fitted
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 HONDA CB 125F (15 > 18)

  

SR1142
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the
MONOLOCK® top-case / it is necessary to remove the

original grab handle

PL1142
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®
side-cases
can only be used to mount cases MONOKEY® E22,
DLM30A or DLM30B / can only be mounted with the

specific rear rack SR1142

TN1142
Specific engine guard, black
compatible from '15 to '16 / 25 mm diameter steel tube /

we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic
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 HONDA CB 125 R (18)

  

SR1164
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

A1164
Specific screen, smoked 21 x 28 cm (H x
W) 
complete with specific fitting kit

TN1164
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CBF 125 (09 > 14)

  

SR157
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
maximum load allowed 6 kg / to be combined with the

plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D317KIT
Specific fitting kit for 317DT

TN1142
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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 HONDA CBR 125 (05 > 10)

  

262FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
we recommend mounting smaller cases MONOLOCK®

in conjunction with M5M or M6M plate 
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 HONDA CBR 125 R (11 > 17)

  

SR1103
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
maximum load allowed 6 kg / to be combined with the

plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case
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 HONDA Forza 125 ABS (15 > 18)

  

SR1140
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or
with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the
aluminium bag holder EX2M, or with the plate already
included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / maximum load

allowed 6 kg

SR1166
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M9A or M9B
MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M
MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control

device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

D1140ST
Specific screen, transparent, 70,5 x 63
cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 23 cm
higher than the original / the assembly does not allow

the height of the windshield to be adjusted 

D1140S
Specific screen, smoked 48,5 x 39 cm (H
x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / it does not
compromise the possibility of adjusting the height of the

windshield

TB1140
Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

TB1166
Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed
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 HONDA Dylan 125-150 (02 > 07)

  

128A
Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific A185A fitting kit / 8 cm

higher than 102A

102A
Specific screen, transparent 66 x 68 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific A185A fitting kit

A185A
Specific fitting kit for 128A and 102A
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 HONDA Pantheon 125-150 (98 > 02)

  

SR140
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold
separately), or with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

D199ST
Specific screen, transparent 49,9 x 72,5
cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D202ST
Specific screen, transparent 60 x 74,4 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm

higher and larger than D199ST

D199KIT
fitting Kit for screens D199ST and
D202ST
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 HONDA Pantheon 125-150 (03 > 08)

  

D219ST
Specific screen, trasparent 63 x 72,5 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA PCX 125-150 (10 > 13)

  

SR1163
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

D322ST
Specific screen, trasparent, 59,5 x 44 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18,5 cm

higher than the original

D322S
Specific screen, smoked, 59,5 x 44 cm (H
x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18,5 cm

higher than the original

323DT
Specific screen, transparent 82 x 58 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific D323KIT fitting kit / 41

cm higher than the original

D323KIT
Specific fitting kit for 323DT
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 HONDA PCX 125-150 (14 > 17) / PCX 150 (18)

  

SR1163
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

D1136ST
Specific screen, transparent 63 x 43,5 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D1130ST
Specific screen, transparent 81.5 x 55 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB1136
Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

TB1163
Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed
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 HONDA PCX 125 (18)

  

SR1163
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

TB1163
Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed
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 HONDA SH Mode 125 (13 > 18)

  

SR1125
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

1125A
Specific screen, transparent 43 x 46 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1125A fitting kit

A1125A
Specific fitting kit for 1125A
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 HONDA SH 125-150 (01 > 04)

  

186A
Specific screen, transparent 58 x 68 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific A186A fitting kit

A186A
Specific fitting kit for 186A
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 HONDA SH 125i-150i (05 > 08)

  

E219
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

311A
Specific screen, transparent 62 x 67,5 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific A311A fitting kit

313A
Specific screen, transparent 55 x 66 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific A311A fitting kit

A311A
Specific fitting kit for 311A and 313A
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 HONDA SH 125i-150i (09 > 12)

  

SR1155
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

E227
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

311A
Specific screen, transparent 62 x 67,5 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific A315A fitting kit

313A
Specific screen, transparent 55 x 66 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific A315A fitting kit

A315A
Specific fitting kit for 311A and 313A
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 HONDA SH 125i-150i ABS (12 > 16)

  

SR1155
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

E227
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

D1128BL
Specific "ICE" screen to be fixed with
original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H
x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / when
illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions,

the edge glows blue in colour

D1128S
Specific screen smoked, to be fixed with
original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H
x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

1128A
Specific wind-screen to be fixed with
original Honda fitting kit, 53 x 50 cm (H x
W)
it does not protect the hand area

1117A
Specific screen, transparent 72 x 71 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1117A fitting kit

A1117A
Specific fitting kit for 1117A
To mount the windshield, it is necessary to have the
original pre-perforated Honda handlebar fairing which is
also used to mount the original Honda windshield. If the
handlebar fairing mounted to the motorcycle is not pre-

perforated, it will be necessary to drill holes into it
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 HONDA SH 125i-150i (17 > 18)

  

SR1155
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

D1155ST
Specific screen, transparent, to be fixed
with original Honda fitting kit, 51 x 49 cm
(H x W)
it does not protect the hand area

D1155S
Specific screen smoked, to be fixed with
original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H
x W)

D1155BL
Specific "ICE" screen to be fixed with
original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H
x W)
when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light

conditions, the edge glows blue in colour

1117A
Specific screen, transparent 72 x 71 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1155A fitting kit

A1155A
Specific fitting kit for 1117A
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 HONDA S-Wing 125-150 (07 > 12)

  

D312ST
Specific screen, transparent 89 x 54 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA XL 125V Varadero (01 > 06)

  

E213
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

E217
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
maximum load allowed 5 Kg / to be combined with the

plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D215S
Specific screen, smoked 49,9 x 33,2 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA XL 125V Varadero (07 > 14)

  

E213
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

E217
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
maximum load allowed 5 Kg / to be combined with the

plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PL202
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases

D311S
Specific screen, smoked 46 x 33 cm (H x
W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm

higher than the original

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CBR 250 R (11 > 15)

  

SR1103
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
maximum load allowed 6 kg / to be combined with the

plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case
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 HONDA CN 250 (89 > 00)

  

D182S
Specific screen, smoked 60,2 x 66,5 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA Foresight 250 (97 > 08)

  

SR140
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold
separately), or with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

D199ST
Specific screen, transparent 49,9 x 72,5
cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D202ST
Specific screen, transparent 60 x 74,4 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm

higher and larger than D199ST

D199KIT
fitting Kit for screens D199ST and
D202ST
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 HONDA Forza 250 (05 > 07)

  

E220
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included / in order to attach the

original backrest must be removed

E220M
Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-
case
MONOLOCK® plate included / in order to attach the

original backrest must be removed

D306ST
Specific screen, transparent 73 x 61,5 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 34 cm

higher than the original
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 HONDA Forza 250 X / EX (08 >12)

  

E226
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6
Kg / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the

saddle in arranged sections

E226M
Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-
case
MONOLOCK® plate included maximum load allowed
6Kg / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the

saddle in arranged sections

D315KIT
Specific fitting kit for 315DT
only available if article 315DT is already fitted
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 HONDA CRF 250 L / CRF 250 RALLY (17 > 18)

  

SR1159
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold
separately), or with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg
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 HONDA Forza 300 ABS (13 > 17)

  

SR1123
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6

kg

SR1123MM
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
M6M MONOLOCK® plate with place for a "u" type

padlock included 

D1123ST
Specific screen, transparent 73 x 59 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 21 cm

higher than the original
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 HONDA Forza 300 (18)

  

SR1166
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M9A or M9B
MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M
MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control

device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

TB1166
Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed
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 HONDA SH 300i (07 > 10)

  

E223
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

307A
Specific screen, transparent with
serigraphy 58,5 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A307A fitting kit

308A
Specific screen, transparent with
serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A307A fitting kit

A307A
Specific fitting kit for 307A and 308A

AF308
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,
Airflow. Maximum height 48 cm (12 cm of
extension) width 67 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead

of the original screen
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 HONDA SH 300i (11 > 14)

  

E223
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

307A
Specific screen, transparent with
serigraphy 58,5 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1100A fitting kit

308A
Specific screen, transparent with
serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1100A fitting kit

A1100A
Specific fitting kit for 307A and 308A

AF1100
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,
Airflow. Maximum height 48 cm (12 cm of
extension) width 67 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead

of the original screen
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 HONDA SH 300i (15 > 18)

  

SR1155
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

D1143ST
Specific wind-screen to be fixed with
original Honda fitting kit 51,5 x 49 cm (H
x W)
it does not protect the hand area 

D1143S
Specific smoked low screen to be fixed
with original Honda fitting kit. 27 x 42 cm
(H x W)
it does not protect the hand area 
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 HONDA Silver Wing 400 (06 > 09)

  

SR19
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture
the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the

housing behind the saddle in arranged sections

SR19M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to
puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to
puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged

sections

214DT
Specific screen, transparent 63 x 60 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific D214KIT fitting kit / 10

cm higher than the original

D214KIT
Specific fitting kit for 214DT

AF214
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,
Airflow. Maximum height 57 cm (12 cm of
extension) width 59cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead

of the original screen

TB19
Specific backrest
it can be mounted with the SR19 / SR19M
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 HONDA SW-T 400 - 600 (09 > 17)

  

SR19
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture
the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the

housing behind the saddle in arranged sections

SR19M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to
puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to
puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged

sections

D318ST
Specific screen, transparent, 89 x 67 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm

higher than the original

AF318
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,
Airflow. Maximum height 78 cm (12 cm of
extension) width 66 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead

of the original screen

TB19
Specific backrest
it can be mounted with the SR19 / SR19M
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 HONDA CB 500 (97 > 05) / CB 500S (00 > 05)

  

250F
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with

the plate MONOLOCK® MM
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 HONDA CB 500 F (13 > 15)

  

SR1119
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

PL1119
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®
side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack
SR1119 / can only be used to mount cases

MONOKEY® E22, DLM30A or DLM30B

TE1119
Specific holder for Easylock side bags,
or soft side bags
to be mounted only with SR1119

A1126
Specific screen, smoked 28,5 x 36 cm (H
x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CB 500 F (16 > 18)

  

1152FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5 or M7 plates,
or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with

the aluminium bag holder EX2M

PLX1152
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1152FZ

using the 1152KIT

1152KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX1152
without the specific rear rack 1152FZ

BF20
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A1152
Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H
x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit

A1152BL
Specific "ICE" screen 28 x 36,5 cm (H x
W)
complete with specific fitting kit / when illuminated by
vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows

blue in colour

HP1152
Specific hand protectors in ABS

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CB 500 X (13 > 18)

  

1121FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the
top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is not

compatible with the original side-case holder

PL1121CAM
Specific pannier holder for Trekker
Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
to be combined with PL1121KIT from 2017 / 18 mm
diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear

rack 1121FZ using the 1121KIT

PL1121
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases
to be combined with PL1121KIT from 2017 / it can be
mounted without the specific rear rack 1121FZ using the
1121KIT / to ensure the best visibility of the rear
indicators with cases mounted, it is necessary to
relocate the indicators using kit IN1121KIT / only for

TRK33N, TRK46N, DLM36, DLM30, E22

IN1121KIT
Specific kit to move the indicators to
ensure optimum visibility with cases
fitted
not necessary with E21, E22 cases

PLX1121
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with PL1121KIT from 2017 / it can be
mounted without the specific rear rack 1121FZ using the

1121KIT

1121KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX1121
without the specific rear rack 1121FZ

PL1121KIT
Specific kit to install the PL1121,
PLX1121, PL1121CAM on CB500X from
2017

BF20
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
compatible from 2016
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D1121ST
Specific screen, transparent 49 x 37,5 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm

higher than the original

TN1121
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic

PR1121
Stainless steel specific radiator guard
black painted
compatible from 2016

MG1121
Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

RM02
Universal spray guard
must be paired with the specific mounting kit

(RM1121KIT)

RM1121KIT
Specific kit for spray guard RM02
compatible from 2016 to 2018

TL1146KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box
on PL1121
to be combined with S250 and PL1121 / it can be
mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side

of the motorcycle

TL3112KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box
on PL1121CAM
to be combined with S250 and PL1121CAM / it can be
mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side

of the motorcycle

HP1121
Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES1111
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CBF 500 (04 > 12)

  

260FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M9A or M9B
plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates,
or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined
with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the
stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-
case / it is not compatible with the original side-case

holder

PL174
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®
side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36

Trekker Dolomiti

PLX174
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 260FZ

using the PLX174KIT

PLXR174
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PLX174KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX174 without
the specific rear rack 260FZ

T218
Specific holder for soft side bags
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 HONDA CBR 500 R (13 > 15)

  

SR1119
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
to be combined with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

PL1119
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®
side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack
SR1119 / can only be used to mount cases

MONOKEY® E22, DLM30A or DLM30B

TE1119
Specific holder for Easylock side bags,
or soft side bags
to be mounted only with SR1119

D1119S
Specific screen, smoked with logo GIVI-
LCR Team. 35 x 30,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA CMX 500 Rebel (17 > 18)

  

SR1160
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold
separately), or with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

TMT1160
Specific holder for pair of side bags
MT501 (Metro-T range)

100AL
Grey anodized aluminium universal
screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles
20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1160A fitting kit

100ALB
Black anodized aluminium universal
screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles
20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1160A fitting kit

140A
Universal transparent screen 35 x 41 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1160A fitting kit 

140S
Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x
W) 
to be combined with the specific AL1160A fitting kit 

AL1160A
Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB,
140A, 140S

TN1160
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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TS1160B
Backrest with detachable small luggage
carrier, black
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 HONDA CBF 600S/ CBF 600N (04 > 12)

  

260FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M9A or M9B
plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates,
or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined
with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the
stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-
case / it is not compatible with the original side-case

holder

PL174
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®
side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36

Trekker Dolomiti

PLX174
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 260FZ

using the PLX174KIT

PLXR174
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PLX174KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX174 without
the specific rear rack 260FZ

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T218
Specific holder for soft side bags

D303ST
Specific screen, transparent 54 x 39,5 cm
(H x W)
only for CBF 600 S / to be mounted instead of the

original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original
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TN369
Specific tubular engine guard
we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic /

compatible until '07

TN456
Specific tubular engine guard
we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic /

compatible from '08

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CBR 600 F (99 > 09)

  

252F
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
it cannot be mounted with T208 / To be combined with
the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate

MONOLOCK® MM
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 HONDA CBR 600 F (11 > 13)

  

1102FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

1102KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX1102 /
TE1102 without the specific rear rack
1102FZ

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D1105KIT
Specific fitting kit for 1105D
only available if article 1105D is already fitted
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 HONDA CBR 600 RR (05 > 06)

  

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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 HONDA CBR 600 RR (07 > 09)

  

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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 HONDA CBR 600 RR (13 > 14)

  

D1122S
Specific screen, smoked with logo GIVI-
LCR Team 25 x 30 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA Hornet 600 / S (98 > 02)

  

162FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

T214
Specific holder for soft side bags
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 HONDA Hornet 600 (03 > 06)

  

258FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

T214
Specific holder for soft side bags

A305
Specific screen, smoked 31,2 x 40,8 cm
(H x W) 
compatible from '05 to '06 / complete with specific fitting
kit / it can be installed without removing the original light

fairing
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 HONDA Hornet 600 / Hornet 600 ABS (07 > 10)

  

263FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case / it necessary to remove the original grabrails

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T219
Specific holder for soft side bags

A309
Specific screen, smoked 33,5 x 40,5 cm
(H x W)
only for CB 600 F Hornet / complete with specific fitting

kit

A310
Specific screen, smoked 33,5 x 40,5 cm
(H x W)
only for Hornet ABS / complete with specific fitting kit

TN453
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA Hornet 600 / Hornet 600 ABS (11 > 13)

  

1102FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

1102KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX1102 /
TE1102 without the specific rear rack
1102FZ

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A1102
Specific screen, smoked 28,5 x 36 cm (H
x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

TN453
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA Silver Wing 600 / ABS (01 > 09)

  

SR19
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture
the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the

housing behind the saddle in arranged sections

SR19M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to
puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to
puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged

sections

214DT
Specific screen, transparent 63 x 60 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific D214KIT fitting kit / 10

cm higher than the original

D214KIT
Specific fitting kit for 214DT

AF214
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,
Airflow. Maximum height 57 cm (12 cm of
extension) width 59cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead

of the original screen

TB19
Specific backrest
it can be mounted with the SR19 / SR19M
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 HONDA XL 600 RM/LM

  

E200
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included
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 HONDA XL 600 V Transalp (88)

  

E200
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included
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 HONDA XL 600 V Transalp (89 > 93)

  

E200
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

D180S
Specific screen, smoked 43,7 x 43,9 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN363
Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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 HONDA XL 600 V Transalp (94 > 96)

  

E200
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

PL131
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases

D205S
Specific screen, smoked 54,2 x 38,9 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm

higher than D191S

D191S
Honda XL 600 V Transalp (94 >
99)$Specific screen, smoked 44,1 x 38,4
cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN363
Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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 HONDA XL 600 V Transalp (97 > 99)

  

PL131
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases

D205S
Specific screen, smoked 54,2 x 38,9 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm

higher than D191S

D191S
Honda XL 600 V Transalp (94 >
99)$Specific screen, smoked 44,1 x 38,4
cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN363
Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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 HONDA CB650 F / CBR650F (14 > 16)

  

1137FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

PLX1137
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1137FZ

using the 1137KIT

BF20
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TE1137
Specific holder for Easylock side bags,
or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1137FZ

using the 1137KIT

1137KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX1137 /
TE1137 without the specific rear rack
1137FZ

A1137
Specific screen, smoked 28,5 x 36 cm (H
x W)
only for CB650 F / complete with specific fitting kit

D1138S
Specific screen, smoked with logo Team
GIVI-LCR 38 x 37.5 cm (H x W)
only for CBR650 F / to be mounted instead of the

original screen / 5 cm higher than original

HP1137
Specific hand protectors in ABS
only for CB650 F
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02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
only for CB650 FThe S901A is compatible with the
supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CB 650F (17 > 18)

  

1137FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

PLX1137
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1137FZ

using the 1137KIT

TE1137
Specific holder for Easylock side bags,
or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1137FZ

using the 1137KIT

BF30
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A1159
Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H
x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

A1159BL
Specific "ICE" screen 28 x 36,5 cm (H x
W)
complete with specific fitting kit / when illuminated by
vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows

blue in colour

HP1159
Specific hand protectors in ABS

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA NT 650 V Deauville (98 > 05)

  

SR15
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

SR15M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
MONOLOCK® plate included

D201S
Specific screen, smoked 45 x 40,3 cm (H
x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA XL 650V Transalp (00 > 07)

  

E213
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

PL167
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original

position

T213
Specific holder for soft side bags
it can be mounted with the specific rack E213

D209S
Specific screen, smoked 56 x 36 cm (H x
W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN366
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic / mount with central stand mounted
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 HONDA CTX 700 DCT (14 > 16)

  

1133FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

D1133ST
Specific screen, transparent 48 x 62 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CTX 700N DCT (14 > 16)

  

1131FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA DN-01 700 (08 > 14)

  

265FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the
top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is necessary

to puncture the housing behind the saddle

PLX204
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 265FZ

D316S
Specific screen, smoked 66 x 45 cm (H x
W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA NC700S (12 > 13) / NC750S / NC750S DCT (14 > 15)

  

1111FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

PL1111CAM
Specific pannier holder for Trekker
Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific

rear rack 1111FZ using the 1111KIT

PL1111
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ

using the 1111KIT

PLX1111
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ

using the 1111KIT

1111KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX1111 /
PL1111 / PL1111CAM / TE1111 without
the specific rear rack 1111FZ

TE1111
Specific holder for Easylock side bags,
or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ

using the 1111KIT

D1112S
Specific screen, smoked 31 x 36 cm (H x
W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 6,5 cm

higher than the original

TN1111
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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MG1109
Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover,
black colour

ES1111
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA NC700X (12 > 13) / NC750X / NC750X DCT (14 > 15)

  

1111FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

PL1111CAM
Specific pannier holder for Trekker
Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific

rear rack 1111FZ using the 1111KIT

PL1111
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ

using the 1111KIT

PLX1111
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ

using the 1111KIT

1111KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX1111 /
PL1111 / PL1111CAM / TE1111 without
the specific rear rack 1111FZ

TE1111
Specific holder for Easylock side bags,
or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ

using the 1111KIT

D1111ST
Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 41 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16,5 cm

higher than the original

TN1111
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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MG1109
Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover,
black colour

HP1111
Honda NC700 X (12 > 13) / NC750 X (14 >
16) / NC750 X DCT (14 > 15)$Specific
hand protectors in ABS

ES1111
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA Integra 700 (12 > 13)

  

1109FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

PLX1109
Specific pannier holder for V35
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1109FZ
using the 1109KIT / only compatible with V35

MONOKEY® SIDE

1109KIT
Specific kit to install the PL1109 /
PLX1109 / TE1109 without the specific
rear rack 1109FZ

D1109ST
Specific screen, transparent 72 x 69 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm

higher than the original

D1109B
Specific low sports screen gloss black
47 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

MG1109
Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover,
black colour

ES1111
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand
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 HONDA NT 700 Deauville (06 > 12)

  

E221
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included/ it is necessary to drill the
cover of the original carrier / it is necessary to puncture

the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections

E221M
Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-
case
MONOLOCK® plate included / cover of the original
carrier must be drilled / it is necessary to puncture the

housing behind the saddle in arranged sections

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D307ST
Specific screen, transparent 49 x 46,5 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA XL 700V Transalp (08 > 13)

  

E225
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

E225M
Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-
case
MONOLOCK® plate included

PL203
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®
side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36

Trekker Dolomiti

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T221
Specific holder for soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack

D313S
Specific screen, smoked 44,5 x 37 cm (H
x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm

higher than the original

TN455
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic

ES1111
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand
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03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA Africa Twin 750 (90 > 92)

  

E200
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

TN362
Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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 HONDA Africa Twin 750 (93 > 95)

  

E210
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

PL148
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases

TN362
Specific tubular engine guard
we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA Africa Twin 750 (96 > 02)

  

E210
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

PL148
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases

D195S
Specific screen, smoked 44 x 35 cm (H x
W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN362
Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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 HONDA Black Widow 750 (00 > 02)

  

A23
Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit /

low, transparent version

A35N
Universal screen, 54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit /

high and shaded bottom version

AS100A2
Specific chromed fitting kit for A23 and
A35N

A41N
Universal screen, 53,7 x 51,6 cm (H x W)
only available if article AS300A2 is already fitted / high

and shaded bottom version
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 HONDA CB 750 Seven Fifty (92 > 00)

  

232F
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with

the plate MONOLOCK® MM
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 HONDA Integra 750 (14 > 15)

  

1127FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

1127KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX1127
without the specific rear rack 1127FZ

D1109ST
Specific screen, transparent 72 x 69 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm

higher than the original

D1109B
Specific low sports screen gloss black
47 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

MG1127
Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover,
black colour

ES1111
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand
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 HONDA Integra 750 (16 > 18)

  

SR1150
Specific rear rack, black, for
MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or
with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the

aluminium bag holder EX2M

PLX1149
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted only with the original rear rack

(optional)

PLX1150
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack

SR1150

D1109ST
Specific screen, transparent 72 x 69 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm

higher than the original

D1109B
Specific low sports screen gloss black
47 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

MG1127
Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover,
black colour
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 HONDA X-ADV 750 (17 > 18)

  

1156FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

SR1156
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M9A or M9B
MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M
MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control
device on the top-case / It can only be mounted to the

original rack (optional)

PL1156
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack

1156FZ

PL1158
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted to the original rack (optional) / it

cannot be mounted with the specific rear rack 1156FZ

D1156ST
Specific screen, transparent 65 x 40 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / to ensure
total rotation of the handlebar, the windshield cannot be
set to either the lowest or the highest settings. It can
only be set to the three intermediate settings / 13 cm

higher than the original

TN1156
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic

PR1156
Stainless steel specific radiator guard
black painted

MG1156
Specific ABS mudguard, black colour
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RM02
Universal spray guard
must be paired with the specific mounting kit

(RM1156KIT)

RM1156KIT
Specific kit for spray guard RM02

TL1156KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box
on PL1156, PL1158
to be combined with S250 and PL1156 or PL1158 /
needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the

motorcycle

HP1144
Specific hand protectors in ABS
to be mounted instead of the original hand protectors

ES1156
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand
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 HONDA NC750S (16 > 18)

  

1146FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5 or M7 plates,
or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with

the aluminium bag holder EX2M

PL1146
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ

using the 1146KIT

PLX1146
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ

using the 1146KIT

PL1146CAM
Specific pannier holder for Trekker
Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific

rear rack 1146FZ using the 1146KIT

1146KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX1146 /
PL1146 / PL1146CAM / TST1146 without
the specific rear rack 1146FZ

TST1146
Specific holder for pair of side bags
ST604 (Sport-T range)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ

using the 1146KIT

D1112S
Specific screen, smoked 31 x 36 cm (H x
W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 6,5 cm

higher than the original

TN1111
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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PR1146
Stainless steel specific radiator guard
black painted

MG1109
Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover,
black colour

RM01
Universal spray guard
must be paired with the specific mounting kit

(RM1146KIT)

RM02
Universal spray guard
must be paired with the specific mounting kit

(RM1146KIT)

RM1146KIT
Specific kit for spray guard RM01, RM02

HP1111
Honda NC700 X (12 > 13) / NC750 X (14 >
16) / NC750 X DCT (14 > 15)$Specific
hand protectors in ABS

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA NC750X (16 > 18)

  

1146FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5 or M7 plates,
or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with

the aluminium bag holder EX2M

PL1146
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ

using the 1146KIT

PLX1146
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ

using the 1146KIT

PL1146CAM
Specific pannier holder for Trekker
Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific

rear rack 1146FZ using the 1146KIT

1146KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX1146 /
PL1146 / PL1146CAM / TST1146 without
the specific rear rack 1146FZ

TST1146
Specific holder for pair of side bags
ST604 (Sport-T range)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ

using the 1146KIT

D1146ST
Specific screen, transparent 48,5 x 40 cm
(H x W)
not compatible with the original Honda hand protectors /
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10,5 cm

higher than the original

TN1111
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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PR1146
Stainless steel specific radiator guard
black painted

MG1109
Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover,
black colour

RM01
Universal spray guard
must be paired with the specific mounting kit

(RM1146KIT)

RM02
Universal spray guard
must be paired with the specific mounting kit

(RM1146KIT)

RM1146KIT
Specific kit for spray guard RM01, RM02

TL1146KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box
on PL1146
to be combined with S250 and PL1146 / it can be
mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side

of the motorcycle

LS1146
Specific fitting kit to mount S310, S321
or S322 spotlights where specific engine
guard is not present

HP1111
Honda NC700 X (12 > 13) / NC750 X (14 >
16) / NC750 X DCT (14 > 15)$Specific
hand protectors in ABS

ES1111
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand

EA116
A bag created specifically for the Honda
NC750X (16-18) to be mounted to the
cover of the integrated storage
compartment. 

FB1146
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted
behind the windshield to install S902A,
S920M, S920L and GPS-Smartphone
holder
Compatible with the original windshield and the
windshield D1146ST / For S902A, S920M, S920L,

S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA VFR 750 F (90 > 93)

  

229F
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with

the plate MONOLOCK® MM
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 HONDA VFR 750 F (94 > 97)

  

242F
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with

the plate MONOLOCK® MM
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 HONDA VT 750S (10 > 15)

  

A23
Specific screen, transparent 38,8 x 41 cm
(H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS122A2 fitting kit
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 HONDA VT Shadow 750 (04 > 14)

  

A23
Universal screen, transparent 38,8 x 41
cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS121A2 fitting kit /

low, transparent version

A41N
Universal screen, 53,7 x 51,6 cm (H x W)
only available if article AS300A2 is already fitted / high

and shaded bottom version

AS121A2
Specific chromed rack for screen A23
and A41N
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 HONDA VT Shadow Spirit 750 (07 > 10)

  

A23
Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit /

low, transparent version

A35N
Universal screen, 54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit /

high and shaded bottom version

AS100A2
Specific chromed fitting kit for A23 and
A35N

A41N
Universal screen, 53,7 x 51,6 cm (H x W)
only available if article AS300A2 is already fitted / high

and shaded bottom version
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 HONDA Crossrunner 800 (11 > 14)

  

1104FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

PLX1104
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack
1104FZ / it is necessary to move the indicators from

their original position

D1104KIT
Specific fitting kit for 1104DT
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 HONDA Crossrunner 800 (15 > 18)

  

SR1139
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or
with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the
aluminium bag holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6

kg

PL1139CAM
Specific pannier holder for Trekker
Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it is necessary to move the indicators

from their original position

PLXR1139
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original

position

D1139ST
Specific screen, transparent 55 x 42 cm
(H x W)
compatible from 15 to 16 / to be mounted instead of the

original screen / 18 cm higher than the original

D1157ST
Specific screen, transparent 55,5 x 42 cm
(H x W)
compatible from 17 / to be mounted instead of the

original screen / 38 cm higher than the original

AF1139
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,
Airflow. Maximum height 56 cm (12 cm of
extension) width 42 cm
compatible from 15 to 16 / complete with specific fitting

kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN1139
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic

HP1139
Specific hand protectors in ABS
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ES1139
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA VFR 800 (98 > 01)

  

257FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the
top-case / it is necessary to remove the grabrails as they

are reproduced by the rack itself

PL257
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases
it can only be mounted with the specific rear rack 257FZ

D200S
Specific screen, smoked 46 x 42 cm (H x
W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA VFR 800 F (14 > 18)

  

1132FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7 plates, or
with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the
aluminium bag holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6

Kg

PLXR1132
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1132FZ

using the 1132KIT

1132KIT
Specific kit to install the PLXR1132
without the specific rear rack 1132FZ

BF20
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D1132S
Specific screen, smoked 48,2 x 36,5 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 8 cm

higher than the original

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA VFR 800 VTEC (02 > 11)

  

166FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M9A or M9B
plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates,
or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined
with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the
stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-
case / it is not compatible with the original side-case

holder

PL166
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®
side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36

Trekker Dolomiti

PLX166
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PLXR166
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D217S
Specific screen, smoked 52 x 43 cm (H x
W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA CB 900 Hornet (02 > 07)

  

256FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

240A
Universal screen, smoked 33 x 36,5 cm
only available if article A257A is already fitted
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 HONDA CB 1000 R (08 > 17)

  

266FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TE1101
Specific holder for Easylock side bags,
or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 266FZ

using the 1101KIT

1101KIT
Specific kit to install the TE1101 without
the specific rear rack 266FZ

247A
Universal screen, smoked 29 x 28,5 cm
(H x W)
compatible from '11 / only available if article A1101A is

already fitted

247N
Specific screen, black 29 x 28,5 cm (H x
W)
only for CB 1000 R (11 > 14) / only available if article

A1101A is already fitted

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CB 1000 R (18)

  

1165FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

TE1165
Specific holder for Easylock side bags,
or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1165FZ

using the 1165KIT

1165KIT
Specific kit to install the TE1165 without
the specific rear rack 1165FZ

BF38
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A1165
Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x
W) 
complete with specific fitting kit

PR1165
Stainless steel specific radiator guard
black painted
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 HONDA CBF 1000 / ABS (06 > 09)

  

260FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M9A or M9B
plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates,
or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined
with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the
stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-
case / it is not compatible with the original side-case

holder

PL174
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®
side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36

Trekker Dolomiti

PLX174
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 260FZ

using the PLX174KIT

PLXR174
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PLX174KIT
Specific kit to install the PLX174 without
the specific rear rack 260FZ

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T218
Specific holder for soft side bags

D303ST
Specific screen, transparent 54 x 39,5 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm

higher than the original
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TN452
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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 HONDA CBF 1000 / CBF 1000 ST (10 > 14)

  

SR777
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to remove
the grabrails as they are reproduced by the rack itself /

compatible with the original side-case holder

SR777M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-
case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to remove
the grabrails as they are reproduced by the rack itself /

compatible with the original side-case holder

PLXR208
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can only be mounted with the specific rear rack SR777

/ SR777M or 777KIT

PL208
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases
it can only be mounted with the specific rear rack SR777

/ SR777M or 777KIT

777KIT
Specific kit to install the PL208 /
PLXR208 without the specific rear rack
SR777 / SR777M

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D320ST
Specific screen, transparent 49 x 42,5 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15 cm

higher than the original / adjustable as the original

TN460
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CBR 1000 F (89 > 92)

  

227F
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with

the plate MONOLOCK® MM
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 HONDA CBR 1000 F (93 > 00)

  

227F
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with

the plate MONOLOCK® MM
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 HONDA CBR 1000 RR (08 > 09)

  

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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 HONDA CBR 1000 RR (12 > 13)

  

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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 HONDA CBR 1000 RR (17 > 18)

  

BF30
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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 HONDA CRF1000L Africa Twin (16 > 17)

  

SR1144
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M9A or M9B
MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M
MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control

device on the top-case

PL1144CAM
Specific pannier holder for Trekker
Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

PLR1144
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for MONOKEY®, RETRO FIT cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original

position

BF25
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK bags
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

D1144S
Specific screen, smoked 47,5 x 35 cm (H
x W)
2 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of

the original screen

D1144ST
Specific screen, transparent 60 x 35 cm
(H x W)
14,5 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead

of the original screen

D1144BO
Specific low and sports screen matt
black 40 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

AF1144
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,
Airflow. Maximum height 63,5 cm (12 cm
of extension) width 35 cm
18 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of

the original screen
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TN1144
Specific engine guard, black
not compatible with CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25
mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic

TNH1144
Specific engine guard, black
it must be mounted with TN1144, TN1144OX, TN1151
or TN1151OX / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we
recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects

the upper part of the radiators

TN1144OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
not compatible with CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25
mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic

TNH1144OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
it must be mounted with TN1144, TN1144OX, TN1151
or TN1151OX / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we
recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects

the upper part of the radiators

TN1151
Specific engine guard, black
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter
steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified

mechanic

TN1151OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter
steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified

mechanic

TN1162
Specific engine guard, black
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter
steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified

mechanic

TN1162OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter
steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified

mechanic

RP1144
Oil carter protector in Aluminium
thickness of 5 mm

RP1144KIT
Specific kit to install RP1144 on the
version produced without an original oil
carter protector
to be combined with RP1144

S281
Pair of 316L stainless steel universal
manifold protectors. Suitable for
motorcycles with manifold diameters
between 32 mm and 42 mm.

S250KIT
Universal kit to install the S250 Tool Box
it can be mounted on the left-hand side of the
PL1144CAM / To be combined with S250 and the

specific pannier holder
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TL1144KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box
on PLR1144
to be combined with S250 and PLR1144 / needs to
mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle / not
compatible with the side-cases in aluminium TREKKER

DOLOMITI

HP1144
Specific hand protectors in ABS
only compatible with the version produced with original
hand protectors / to be mounted instead of the original

hand protectors

ES1144
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand

1144E163KIT
Specific kit to mount the support for
metal Jerry can E163 on the PL1144CAM

S902A
Universal anodized aluminium support to
install GPS and smartphone holders
S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B,
S957B and GPS holders SGZ39SM and
STTR40SM
 To be mounted on motorbikes with a cross piece
located behind the windshield with a diameter between
11.5mm and 14mm, or on the upper fairing brackets

FB_ _ _

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CRF1000L Africa Twin (18)

  

SR1162
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M9A or M9B
MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M
MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control

device on the top-case

PLR1161
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for MONOKEY®, RETRO FIT cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR1162

using the 1161KIT

PL1161CAM
Specific pannier holder for Trekker
Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR1162

using the 1161KIT / 18 mm diameter

1161KIT
Specific kit to install the PLR1161 /
PL1161CAM without the specific rear
rack SR1161

BF25
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK bags
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

D1144S
Specific screen, smoked 47,5 x 35 cm (H
x W)
2 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of

the original screen

D1144ST
Specific screen, transparent 60 x 35 cm
(H x W)
14,5 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead

of the original screen

D1144BO
Specific low and sports screen matt
black 40 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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AF1144
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,
Airflow. Maximum height 63,5 cm (12 cm
of extension) width 35 cm
18 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of

the original screen

TNH1144
Specific engine guard, black
it must be mounted with TN1162, TN1162OX / 25 mm
diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified

mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

TNH1144OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
it must be mounted with TN1162, TN1162OX / 25 mm
diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified

mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

TN1162
Specific engine guard, black
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter
steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified

mechanic

TN1162OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter
steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified

mechanic

RP1162
Oil carter protector in Aluminium
thickness of 5 mm

S281
Pair of 316L stainless steel universal
manifold protectors. Suitable for
motorcycles with manifold diameters
between 32 mm and 42 mm.

TL1161KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box
on PLR1161, PL1161CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLR1161 or PL1161CAM
/ needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the

motorcycle

HP1144
Specific hand protectors in ABS
only compatible with the version produced with original
hand protectors / to be mounted instead of the original

hand protectors

S902A
Universal anodized aluminium support to
install GPS and smartphone holders
S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B,
S957B and GPS holders SGZ39SM and
STTR40SM
 To be mounted on motorbikes with a cross piece
located behind the windshield with a diameter between
11.5mm and 14mm, or on the upper fairing brackets

FB_ _ _

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CRF1000L Africa Twin Adventure Sports (18)

  

SR1161
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M9A or M9B
MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M
MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control

device on the top-case

PLR1161
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for MONOKEY®, RETRO FIT cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR1161

using the 1161KIT

PL1161CAM
Specific pannier holder for Trekker
Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR1161

using the 1161KIT / 18 mm diameter

1161KIT
Specific kit to install the PLR1161 /
PL1161CAM without the specific rear
rack SR1161

BF25
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK bags
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

D1144S
Specific screen, smoked 47,5 x 35 cm (H
x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D1144ST
Specific screen, transparent 60 x 35 cm
(H x W)
7 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of

the original screen

D1144BO
Specific low and sports screen matt
black 40 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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AF1144
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,
Airflow. Maximum height 63,5 cm (12 cm
of extension) width 35 cm
18 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of

the original screen

TN1161OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
not compatible with DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube /

we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

S281
Pair of 316L stainless steel universal
manifold protectors. Suitable for
motorcycles with manifold diameters
between 42 mm and 52 mm.

TL1161KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box
on PLR1161, PL1161CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLR1161 or PL1161CAM
/ needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the

motorcycle

LS1161OX
Specific fitting kit to mount S310, S321
or S322 spotlights, using the threads of
the original crash bars located on the
sides of the fairing.

HP1144
Specific hand protectors in ABS
only compatible with the version produced with original
hand protectors / to be mounted instead of the original

hand protectors

ES1161
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand

S902A
Universal anodized aluminium support to
install GPS and smartphone holders
S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B,
S957B and GPS holders SGZ39SM and
STTR40SM
 To be mounted on motorbikes with a cross piece
located behind the windshield with a diameter between
11.5mm and 14mm, or on the upper fairing brackets

FB_ _ _

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA VTR 1000 F (97 > 04)

  

251F
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with

the plate MONOLOCK® MM
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 HONDA XL 1000V Varadero (99 > 02)

  

E212
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

PL164
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases

D203S
Specific screen, smoked 62,4 x 55 cm (H
x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D203ST
Specific screen, transparent 62,4 x 55 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN365
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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 HONDA XL 1000V Varadero / ABS (03 > 06)

  

E212
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

PL170
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases

D300S
Specific screen, smoked 60 x 48 cm (H x
W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm

higher than the original

D300ST
Specific screen, transparent 60 x 48 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm

higher than the original

TN367
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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 HONDA XL 1000V Varadero / ABS (07 > 12)

  

E222
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

PL177
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY®,
RETRO FIT side-cases

PLX177
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37
MONOKEY® SIDE cases

D300S
Specific screen, smoked 60 x 48 cm (H x
W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm

higher than the original

D300ST
Specific screen, transparent 60 x 48 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm

higher than the original

TN454
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic / compatible until year 2010
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 HONDA CB 1100 (13-14)

  

SR1118
Specific rear chromed rack for
MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold
separately), or with the plate already included in the

MONOLOCK® top-case

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA CBR 1100 XX (97 > 09)

  

248F
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with

the plate MONOLOCK® MM

Y158
Specific kit for MONOKEY® top-case and
for two MONOKEY® side-cases
To be combined with the frame Wingrack N140
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 HONDA ST 1100 Pan European

  

E190
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

D184S
Specific screen, smoked 46,5 x 40,5 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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 HONDA Crosstourer 1200 / Crosstourer 1200 DCT (12 > 18))

  

SR1110
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate

included

SRA1110
Specific rear rack in aluminium for
MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control
device on the top-case / to be mounted on the original

carrier

PLR1110
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for MONOKEY®, RETRO FIT cases

PLXR1110
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PLR1110CAM
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-
SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK bags
compatible from 12 to 13

BF20
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK bags
from 2014 onwards

D1110ST
Specific screen, transparent 51 x 42 cm
(H x W)
compatible from 12 to 15 / to be mounted instead of the

original screen / 19 cm higher than the original
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AF1110
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,
Airflow. Maximum height 53 cm (12 cm of
extension) width 41 cm
compatible from 12 to 15 / to be mounted instead of the

original screen

EH1110
Honda Crosstourer 1200 / Crosstourer
1200 DCT (12 > 16) Extension in smoked
plexiglass for original hand protectors

TN1110
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic

RP1141
Oil carter protector in Aluminium
only for Crosstourer 1200 DCT 

ES1110
Specific support in aluminium and
stainless steel to widen the surface
support area of the original side stand

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA VFR 1200 F (10 > 16)

  

267FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the
top-case / A larger grab rail for the passenger is
included therefore it is necessary to remove the original
grab rails / is compatible with the original side-case

holder

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D321S
Specific screen, smoked 40 x 40 cm (H x
W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14 cm

higher than the original 
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 HONDA CB 1300 / CB 1300 S (03 > 09)

  

259FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

TN451
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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 HONDA CB 1300 S (10 > 15)

  

268FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M9A or
M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M
plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the

top-case

BF03
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TN451
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a

qualified mechanic
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 HONDA CTX 1300 (14 > 16)

  

SR1134
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
MONOKEY® plate included

D1134ST
Specific screen, transparent 51,5 x 65 cm
(H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom

Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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 HONDA Pan European ST 1300 (02 > 14)

  

E215
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-
case
to be fitted to the original rack / MONOKEY® plate

included
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